
EddyPro and SMARTFlux Outputs



EddyPro Outputs

Express Mode Advanced  Mode

1. More output files 

2. Able to choose output files



EddyPro Outputs –Express Mode



Similarity I: Eddypro_stats and Eddypro_user_stats

1. Unprocessed (data set as imported 

from the raw file)

2. After de-spiking

3. After cross-wind correction

4. After angle-of attack correction

5. After double rotation for tilt

correction

6. After time lag compensation

7. After de-trending



Similarity II: Eddypro_stats and Eddypro_user_stats



Difference: Eddypro_stats and Eddypro_user_stats

Sensitive variables

- used for flux calculation 

Non-senstive variables

- not used for flux calculation 

➢ Wind components (u, v, w)

➢ Sonic temperature (Ts) or speed-of-sound 

(sos)

➢ Gas concentrations/densities for CO2, 

H2O, CH4 or N2O

➢ Temperatures (Tcell, Tin and Tout) and 

cell pressure (Pcell)

➢ Despiking

➢ Tilt correction

➢ Detrending

➢ Time lag compensation

➢ Calculation of main statistics



➢ Eddypro_output ID_ameriflux_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.csv          

(Output file in AmeriFlux format)

➢ Eddypro_output ID_biomet_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.csv          

(Mean biomet values of flux averaging period)

➢ Eddypro_output ID_essentials_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.csv       

(Intermediate results file from raw data processing)

➢ Eddypro_output ID_full_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.csv       

(Final results file from raw data processing)

➢ Eddypro_output ID_ghg-europe_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.csv          

(Output file in ghg Europe format)

➢ Eddypro_output ID_metadata_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.csv          

(All the metadata used for flux calculations)

➢ Eddypro-rp_output ID_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.log         

(A log of processing)

➢ processing_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.eddypro

(EddyPro settings for the essentials output file)

EddyPro Output File Formats



For one year of raw data can be anything between 4 and 14 hours
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What is an Essentials Output File ?



For one year of raw data can be anything between 4 and 14 hours
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Why do We Need an Essentials Output File ?



Raw data file: Start of the logging period

Output file: End of the averaging period  

Full Output File – File Information 



➢ Gases: CO2, H2O, CH4, and N2O

➢ For gases, equal to Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) 

➢ Final flux results.

Corrected Fluxes and Quality Flags



➢ Storage terms are estimated from concentrations based on a 1-point profile

➢ Corrected fluxes do not include storage fluxes

Storage Fluxes



If no air temperature and pressure data available

➢ Air temperature is estimated from sonic temperature and water vapor density

➢ Air pressure is estimated based on site altitude (barometric pressure). 

………………………………………………………………………...

Gas and Air Properties 



Unrotated and rotated three wind components: u, v, and w

Wind speed and direction 

Turbulence parameters 

m2 s-2

Wind and Turbulence



x_30%,  x-50%,  x_70%,  x_90% 

Footprint



➢ scf = Ftrue / Fmeasured

➢ scf > 1

Spectral Correction Factors



HF00000099 

HFu/v/w/ts/co2/h2o/ch4/n2 

➢ Flagged for quality issues based on various criteria

➢ Flags 0 for good quality,1 for bad quality,  and 9 for values not calculated    

Hard Flags and Diagnostics



Custom Variables 

➢ Variables not used for flux computation 

➢ No unit output



Express Mode Advanced  Mode

More output files 

Outputs from Advanced Mode



➢ Full spectra or co-spectra   

0.00056 (=1/(30*60)) – 5 (=10/2) s

9000 frequencies 

➢ Binned spectra or co-spectra  

0.00056 (=1/(30*60)) – 5 (=10/2) s

User-specified number of exponentially 

spaced frequency bins  (100 as 

default)

Full and Binned Spectra or Co-spectra



Integration  of co-spectra from

the current frequency to the 

Nyquist frequency

Spectral or Co-spectral Ogives



1. Ensemble and modeled cospectra

– average, Massman fitted, and  Kaimal model

1) Stable (-650 < L< 0)

2) Unstable (0 < L< 1000) 

2. Binned average cospectra every three hours sorted by time of day

3. Binned average and predicted H2O spectra sorted by RH-class

4. Binned average and predicted spectra for CO2 and CH4 

Spectral Analysis



Months ensemble cospectra for all unstable periods

Ensemble Cospectra Sorted by Stability Regimes



Latent heat 

cospectra 

from several 

analyzers

Ensemble Cospectra Sorted by Time-of-day



Mean Biomet  values of flux averaging period

Eddypro_output ID_biomet_yyyy_mm_ddTHHMMSS.csv          

Biomet Data Output File



EddyPro help: 1) EddyPro Help                Online help

2) Instruction Manual (PDF)

EddyPro Output –More Information



SMARTFlux Outputs

Archived Data

GHG Files

Zipped result output

for each EddyPro run

Flux and diagnostics 

daily summary files

results summaries raw archive 



ini folder: Project file used to process the data

log folder: The EddyPro® engine log for the run 

output folder: Selected output files 

SMARTFlux Results Files



1. Flux Summary

- Final fluxes for each half hour of the day

2. Diagnostic Summary

- Means  for each half hour of the day 

for the measured variables

SMARTFlux Daily Summary Files



1. Add all the daily summary files to File Viewer

2. Export the files to a single text file      

How to Combine Daily Summary Files 



Thank You

Questions? 


